Recently, several approaches were followed for the enhancement and better resource utilization in mobile networks; this is to achieve energy efficient consumption for production and delivery of an information bit. On the other hand, the current paper tries to focus on the selection criteria that may be used to design the cooperative cognitive networks in order to achieve the best η indices. Both of CBSs radii as well as the inter-separation distances (between CBSs and MBS location) are examined to obtain best η index for different operation scenarios; in addition, both of capacity and energy consumption are taken into consideration based on practical operating measures. This work proposed several nonlinear equations with fixed parameters to be used by field engineers to achieve the results with minimum reduced computation complexity. So, the current work may be of importance for the regulator bodies as well as the cognitive mobile operators.
Introduction
Recently, huge interest has evolved for finding means to conserve the natural resources especially in communications. Two facts are realized by communication systems' engineers and researchers: the rapid consumption of natural resources and the increase in global warming with the dependency growth of civilizations on energy for using wireless communication systems, together, the scarcity of spectrum resources of these wireless communication systems. "Green Communication" is currently one of the hottest topics in the field of wireless communication researches due to its contributions in saving the environment [3] [4] . "Energy Efficiency ( ) η " is a major index suggested by EARTH's Energy Efficiency Evaluation Framework (E 3 F) [5] - [8] ; it is pursuing methods for saving energy consumed in accomplishing communications, which reduces pollution and preserves natural resources.
Forthcoming mobile Generations will face many tradeoffs between the η considerations versus system performance parameters especially throughput. Cognitive Radio (CR) is one of the most elected techniques to be recognized as a candidate technology to implement Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) Communications with better η . This paper illustrates different aspects that affect the η behavior. These parameters include Cognitive Base Stations (CBS) radii (which will directly affect the CBS coverage area) and the distance between these CBSs from Macro Base Stations (MBS). A combination of analytical and simulation methods has been adopted to accomplish the aimed target of the current work. Simulation scenarios are performed to illustrate the contribution of these parameters in the whole system Energy Efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will introduce the CR based HetNet and its relation to the η index for CR networks. Section 3 proposes a system model and assumptions that will be adopted to evaluate the η index analytically. Whereas, Section 4 presents the performance evaluation and model validation, in which, main design milestones for the different simulation scenarios are illustrated. Section 5 previews the obtained results and give detailed analysis about these results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and gives the future directions for such area of interest.
Literature Review
In CR based HetNets, Green communications has become a hot topic in the wireless telecommunication era. EARTH is one of the major European research projects that is concerned about finding energy efficient solutions by the reduction of the overall energy consumption [9] . EARTH proposes that mobile communications can achieve a reduction of about 50% of its concurrent energy consumption [1] . In 2012, Energy Efficiency Evaluation Framework (E 3 F) has been established to find out means to increase the radio network's energy efficiency. In 1 st ETSI TC EE workshop [10] , EARTH E 3 F builds on the 3GPP evaluation framework for LTE [11] . In frame of these resources, many researches have evolved, but this work focuses on a few needed here. In [12] , necessary enhancements over existing performance evaluation frameworks were discussed, such that the energy efficiency of the entire network comprising component, node and network level contributions were quantified. Importantly, a power model for various BS types were suggested, in which it correlates between the desired radiated power and its requirements from the power feed/supply point of view. The mentioned proposed evaluation framework is applied to quantify the energy efficiency of the downlink of a 3GPP LTE radio access network. In [13] , a proposal is offered of an analytical model for Cognitive Femto Network (CFN) deployed in HetNet, and, an evaluation is done for the impact of CFN usage on energy consumption discussing the relevant tradeoffs and practical issues.
This work led to finding that CFN is beneficial for improving the Energy Efficiency ( ) η . Also, that the resultant η gains are dependent on factors entailing CBS deployment density and usage rate, sensing period selection and interference management. Reference [14] discussed scheduling in CR networks (CRNs), in which, cognitive base station (CBS) makes frequency allocations to the CRs at the beginning of each frame. It also stated that a cognitive scheduler must consider the diversity among CRs' queues and channel capacities in terms of number of bits as well as the channel switching cost from one frequency to another.
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System Model and Assumptions
The system model elements are shown in Figure 1 , a Macro-Base Station (MBS) is situated at the origin of the system, this MBS is assumed to cover a circular area, MBS operation parameters are shown later in Section 4. The downlink channel is assumed to follow the space loss model such that [15] :
where, r P , is the received power at the receiver side, out P , is the antenna output radiated power at the transmitter side, α , is the free space path loss exponent, d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver antennas.
User Equipments (UE) joining this system model are either Macro Users (MU), where they are served by the MBS, or, Cognitive Users (CU) where they are served by the nearest CBS. They are all deployed uniformly in the MBS coverage area (locations are shown as "+" sign). UE N is the total number of UEs, and is comprised of MU N and CU N users and are shared between MBS and CBSs respectively. Those UEs are assumed to be stationary (no mobility models used). Operational parameters of those UEs (MU or CU) are shown later in Section 4. CBSs are deployed uniformly at equal distances d from MBS situated at the origin of the system, this equal distance is meant to simulate the average (mean) distance for those CBSs uniformly distributed over MBS coverage area, in addition, their coverage areas are not supposed to overlap. The number of CBSs ( ) C n depends on how far from MBS they are situated, and, their cell coverage radii c R . The larger c R and the shorter d , the smaller number of CBS deployed and vice-versa. The non-overlapped CBS will give the nearest resemblance to those CBSs deployed over a Voroni-tessellation scheme [16] [17] . A single Primary User (PU) at the MBS cell edge is considered, this PU will perform the interference as an adjacent cell interferer to MBSs' frequency. This PU no traffic activity probability idle P equals 0.4. Interference among system elements is assumed too; there are several interference types that are illustrated and considered in the next section. Moreover, c R , d , C n , will be varied through the simulation processes to find those major effects over the system η components. This assumed model was previously-more or less-introduced and used by multiple works [12] [18] . For model realization (without loss of generality) no resource management system will be applied. In addition, no legacy femto cells exist within the same MBS coverage area. There are M F frequencies provided by MBS for Figure 1 . System model.
usage by UEs, those UEs go through two states of operation, active and idle with active probability λ . For MBS, and in order to apply η concepts, we need to reduce its radiated power to the needed level, i.e., the output power depends on the traffic load (active macro-users active m n ), such that:
where, tx M P is the radiated power depending on the linked active UEs, out M P is the maximum radiated power, max m n is the maximum allowable served users by MBS. In this work max m n is assumed to be 300 users. For CBSs, the operational parameters used are given in Section 4. In [14] , Channel switching cost is a linear function of the difference between the current and the "be switched to" frequencies. The average number of channel switching F δ is involved in calculating the cost of RF antenna tuning (channel switching cost). Here in this work (Section 3.3) it is assumed to be equal to 5. All the parameters used in this work are considered based on the available knowledge of the practical deployment in the urban areas. Also, these parameters are in consistence with [13] . For channel modeling parameters, the space path loss exponent α for communication channels between macro-affiliated system components and cognitive-affiliated system components (i.e. cross layer communications and interference) are assumed to be equal to 2.8, while in mutual layer (co-layer) communication and interference among cognitive-affiliated system components α is assumed to be equal to 2. This path-loss exponent difference is due to the different nature of working environment of both cases (MBS-UE, or, CBS-UE).
Capacity
Theoretically, capacity C R W = , where R is the bit rate and W is the used bandwidth. Basically, C is calculated using Shannon's theorem which states that [19] [20]:
In this work, theoretical capacity is used to obtain the maximum capacity available by the system, further modifications may be applied to enforce conditions of the actual bit rate. R , is influenced by the received signal to noise ratio, the noise is also influenced by the received interference from other system components operating within the same frequency band.
Noise and Interference
In order to calculate the system capacity C , the different types of interference should be considered. Assuming that the system only consists of MBSs, CBSs, and a single PU located at the MBS cell-coverage edge, interference is limited to three types of interference, co-layer, cross-layer, and cognitive-layer [13] . The co-Layer Interference occurs when a CBS transmitted signal extends to an adjacent CBS cell causing interference to the neighbor CU operating at the same frequency. The cross-Layer Interference happens in the downlink between macro layer and cognitive layer, that is, when a MBS generates interference to the user receiving at the same frequency in the other layer (i.e. MBS to the CUs and CBS to the MUs). Finally, cognitive Layer Interference where CBS may receive severe interference from the external primary networks at small cell CR frequencies. This interference effect is significantly high in case of misdetection compared to the opportunistic use of the spectrum after successful discovery of the idle bands. In this work, interference is calculated as received signals' strength from source BS to other BSs' UEs. Signals received from other BS are subjected to the space loss model mentioned before , moreover noise spectral density is calculated in its primitive form as:
where, k is Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature in K, and assuming the involved band width to be 10 MHz (in conformance with LTE standards [15] [21]). Signal to interference ratio is calculated by dividing the received signals' strength dis Rx P at BS/user dis operating at the same frequency by the interference plus noise, such that [15] :
where, src stands for "source" and dis stands for "destination", and 
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transmitter src, src,dis G is the channel fading gain between a source transmitter src and distant receiver dis due to a space loss model mentioned in (1) . Following the analytical model in [13] , the interference from multiple sources to a certain destination dis I is the summation of all the received signals at the distant receiver (and within the same operational bandwidth) multiplied by the activity probability such that: 
where, m I , c I are the total interference at all users of macro and Cognitive stations respectively (either MU or CU). Assuming a probability of detection and false alarm for MBS frequencies within time slots s T are [13] :
Which are in consistence with [13] . Let M F , C F be the number of frequencies provided by MBS, CBS respectively, and m n , c n as the number of MUs, CUs respectively, it is now possible to get the obtained capacity of the various system components MU, CU, where:
where, rx m P , rx c P are the received power at MU, CU from their affiliate MBS, CBS (respectively). Thus, the overall capacity of the system model components is:
Energy Consumption Estimation
To evaluate the overall consumed energy in the proposed model, all the major system components are considered. In [12] , those components are put in a certain framework to simulate the relevant aspects of the Radio Access Network (RAN) at system level. The candidate framework is based on an outcome of thorough work from standardization bodies such as 3GPP [11] , international research projects such as the EU project Wireless World Initiative New Radio (WINNER) [22] , partners from academia and industry, the global effort in ITU to evaluate system proposals for compliance with IMT-Advanced requirements [23] . EARTH-E 3 F builds on the 3GPP evaluation framework for LTE based on a sophisticated power model. This framework considers two main measures, the base station (MBS, CBS) power consumption and user equipment (MU, CU) power consumption. Figure 2 , demonstrates the input power consumed by MBS system components versus output RF power percentage. The main governing parameters in this framework are: mains power supply (MS), cooling system power consumption (CO), DC to DC converters (DC), baseband processor (BB), RF transceiver (RF), power amplifier (PA). BSs transceivers' components consist of an Antenna Interface (AI), a Power Amplifier (PA), a Radio Frequency (RF) small-signal transceiver section, a baseband (BB) interface including a receiver (uplink), transmitter section (downlink), a DC-DC power supply, an active cooling system, and an AC-DC unit (mains supply) for connection to the electrical power grid.
For BS Variable Load, (i.e. the power consumption of PA depends on the traffic load), it was found that BS power consumption model is shown in [12] , or, an acceptable approximation for the power consumed by MBS is mathematically taken as a straight-line equation by:
where, λ is the active downlink probability, and p is the probability success to have an available (operative) frequency from MBS where Figure 3 shows the different states of power consumption by a CBS. In an observation of a number of multiple normalized time slots s T . A CBS functions in one of three modes, in the first mode, which is performed in a number of time slots τ , a CBS consumes power st C P to perform sensing peration for frequency holes with the maximum detection probability. In the second mode, which is performed during the remaining part of the available time slots (i.e. s T τ − ), a CBS transmits power txt tx bh C C C P P P = + to a CU, where tx C P is the consumed power for performing transmission to CUs, and bh C P is the consumed power to handle the backhaul requirements. In the third mode, which is alternatively performed with the second mode and during the other part of s T τ − slots, a CBS consumes power i C P during a state of idle. Let c λ be the probability of a CBS being in the transmit state, so, the average energy consumed during s T is: Figure 4 shows the different states of power consumption by a CBS. In the same observation of the number of A. A. Fahmy et al. Let c λ be the probability of a CU being in the traffic state, so, the average energy consumed during s 
Energy Consumption of CBSs
( ) ( )( ) txt 1 st i C c C c C s C s P P P T E T τ λ λ τ + + − − = .(16)
Energy Consumption of CUs
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The total energy consumption by the system model is:
where,
n is the number of MUs, C n is the number of CBSs, c n is the number of CUs.
Energy Efficiency Estimation
Using Equations (13) and (18), energy efficiency η is calculated as:
And since C is in bits/second/Hz, and E is in Joules, so, η is in bps/Hz/J.
Performance Evaluation and Model Validation
Proposed Algorithm and Parameters
Numerical results are obtained using an algorithm which contains the previously mentioned analytical-based functions. Those functions calculate the overall system η under several operational conditions. The main features of the simulator design are presented in the flow chart and pseudo code shown in Figure 5 . These functions provide the ability to change the main parameters such as the CBS cell radius (coverage distance) c R (m), the average distance d (m) between the origin of the model where MBS is located and all MBSs' locations, and the total number of users 
Procedures
The assumed parameters are initialized with values shown in (14) is used by substituting values from Table 2 which shows the assumed parameters to approximate the power consumption behavior of MBS. In this work it is assumed that CBS will operate at a fixed value of out 0.05 W C P = .
Results
Figure 6
shows that the number of CBS increases w.r. . For bigger values of c R , it is found that minimum values of E will accomplish lower values, thus, more energy conservation will be achieved due to the reduction and saving in the RF power amplifications as well as the HVAC air condition devices. Figure 8(c) illustrates the Energy Efficient Usage index ( ) η versus the CBS radius. It is found that increasing c R will lead to an increase of the energy efficiency index, in addition, by increasing the CBS radius, there will be more energy saving (Figure 8(a) ), and, gained throughput (Figure 8(b) ). R is proportional to d , it is found that C is in its lowest value due to the inability of the system to offer more traffic offloading or additional resources. R at the far distances from MBS, while for nearer distances it is preferable to use non-overlapping with smaller coverage CBS which will allow the usage of larger number of them, which in turn, will allow more traffic offloading opportunities. mum obtained values of C , it is found that for nearer distances of d , capacity rises all the way till near the MBS cell edge, where it starts to inflict and decays again. Figure 10(b) shows the minimum consumed energy using different CBS cell radii, and for all the range of d . It follows an almost stable state near MBS, then it performs better energy consumption linearly all the range till near MBS cell edge (about 400 m) where it inflicts and starts to lose the ability to reduce energy consumption. These behaviors corporate in the behavior of η , where it is shown in Figure 10 (c) that it starts to rise till near the MBS cell edge (about 400 m) where it inflicts and starts to decay.
Effect of CBS Coverage Area
Asymptotic Analysis
To reduce the complexity of calculations to find the asymptotic behavior of the previous results, deeper analysis is conducted. A mathematical reverse interpolation of the results is obtained. A unified formula is suggested to approximate these results. This is performed in order to provide a short but effective tool to help engineers working in the field of CR field planning. The suggested formula is applied with several parameters relative to the distance used ( d or c R ). Because of the nonlinearity behavior of these results, a suggested form of a nonlinear equation is used,
where a , b , c and d are the parameters used for results reverse interpolation. Moreover, because of the nonlinearity behavior of these results, results are dealt with as multiple regions' curves, and apply different parameters to each region. It is found that the best parameters to fit the results' interpolation are:
• 
Conclusion
Using a combination of an analytical model and practical simulation, several outcomes have been achieved. Using variable parameters of d (average distance between CBSs and MBS) and c R (MBS coverage area radius), illustrated their effect on C (overall system capacity), and E (overall system energy consumption), and η (Energy Efficiency). When varying d , the results obtained show that increasing d will increase the overall system capacity C till near the edge of the MBS coverage, where C will start to decrease due to the decrease of the overall system SNR (due to the increase of the number of CBS s which will in turn increase the interference). Increasing d and using CBSs with cell radii of less than 40 m < will increase the system consumption of energy, while, with cell radii 40 m > will be a good choice for energy consumption saving policy. The more d approaches the MBS cell edge the more energy saving is obtained until an inflection point; where the system starts to reduce the energy saving. Finally the more d is increased the more η will be accomplished. Using CBSs with bigger cell radii will increase the sensitivity of η to respond to the effect of increasing d . . This indicates that using smaller non-overlapping coverage area CBSs is preferable near the MBS. This work proposed several nonlinear equations with fixed coefficients to be used by field engineers to achieve the results by minimum reduced computation complexity.
